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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

B
A
D
C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. Which outcome of this configuration is
true?
A. It displays Cisco UCS Central on the UCSM portal page.
B. Itenables the CIM XML service.
C. Fabric interconnects can view neighbor switches.
D. It enables call home policies to take effect.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Standard Deviation for the distribution of Means is called
the ___________ and approaches zero as the sample size reaches
30.
A. Mean Deviation
B. Mean Error
C. Mean Spread
D. Standard Error
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A penetration test for the Internal DNS service of a company is
scheduled, and the security analyst uses the ccpdump udp port
S3 -1 ech0 command to get a packet capture from the DNS server
that will be used to confirm any findings During the daily
report meeting the penetration tester reports a zone transfer
vulnerability using the dig -axfr command against the server
The analyst opens the packet capture from the day before, but
there are no traces of the transfer. Which of the following is
the MOST likely cause of this issue?
A. The packet analyzer software does not support DNS protocol
parsing
B. Tcpdump does not support capturing DNS packets.
C. A false positive was reported by the penetration tester.
D. The zone transfer happened before the packet capture
started.
E. The DNS zone transfers used a different port and were
filtered out of the capture.

F. The zone transfer used a different protocol
Answer: F
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